Energy and Water Panel Discussion  
July 1, 2019

Want In On The Action?

The Opening Keynote Panel: Energy and Water (11am to Noon, August 22), wraps up the first morning of presentations that started with two concurrent workshops hosted by the ESC and the Colorado ESC Chapter, followed by a networking breaking and then the Opening Keynote Presentation by Sam Cramer, author of the Energy-Water Nexus State Policy White Paper: Beneath the Surface.

Mr. Cramer will moderate the interactive Energy and Water panel discussion. The panel of public and private sector experts will discuss efforts to improve energy performance of public water facilities, including policy, program efforts, operational challenges, financial barriers to project development, water conservation strategies, GESPC case studies, technologies, lessons learned and more.

Panelists:
- Eddie Trevino, Texas State Energy Conservation Office
- Kate McMordie Stoughton, Pacific Northwest National Labs
- Megan Levy, Wisconsin Office of Energy Innovation
- Colby Greer, Yearout Energy

Conference Registration is now open and sponsorship opportunities are available.

To make hotel reservations for the Curtis Hotel in downtown Denver and secure the special ESC room rate for reservations between August 21 and August 24, please click the Energy Services Coalition-Reservations Link for assistance. The ESC Hotel Room Block expires July 22, 2019.

Learn More

See Ya' in Denver.
Thank You Gold Sponsor: Ameresco

Founded in 2000, Ameresco is a leading independent provider of comprehensive services, energy efficiency, infrastructure upgrades, asset sustainability and renewable energy solutions for businesses and organizations throughout North America and Europe. Ameresco’s sustainability services include upgrades to a facility’s energy infrastructure and the development, construction and operation of renewable energy plants. Ameresco has successfully completed energy saving, environmentally responsible projects with Federal, state and local governments, healthcare and educational institutions, housing authorities, and commercial and industrial customers. With its corporate headquarters in Framingham, MA, Ameresco has more than 1,000 employees providing local expertise in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom.

The Energy Services Coalition is pleased to have the support of the exhibitors in our Virtual Trade Show. As a coalition of public and private energy professionals we do not endorse or promote any private sector product or solution.